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During a press conference Monday In the
Simpkins Center, John Ralston announced
that he would be retiring from coaching
the Spartans football team.
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Race is issue in relationships

Interracial love
faces prejudice
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Unfortunately,
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coaches at so
many programs. He
wanted to build that
big-time program.
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involved in interracial relationships. The most common and

n today’s society, one of the
most serious things a person
can be accused of is betraying
his or her race. Some people are

incessant are societal acceptance
and the eventual creation of biracial children.
Biracial children are a racist’s
greatest fear. How can they be
judged when they are a combination of two cultures and ethnicities? Without labels and stereotypes, racists lose the ammunition
to spread bigotry and ignorance.
Perhaps the best defense interracial couples may use for peace of
mind against prejudice from society is to revel in their love and happiness. Ignoring constant disapproval from close friends and
family gets tiring at times, however,

labeled "white-washed" when they
do not conform to the stereotypical image of their ethnicity, while
others are berated because they
are not familiar with their cultural
traditions or language.
People who are involved in
are
relationships
interracial
accused of both. Interracial couples must constantly dispel the
belief that, by seeking partners outside their ethnicity, they are abandoning their cultural values and
betraying their race.
From 1970 to 1991, the number
of mixed-race married couples
increased from 310,000 to 994,000,
according to Futurist niagatine.
Though the rate of interracial relationships is increasing, there is still
a stigma attached. Is it not possible
that a person can date someone of
SiMply
a
different
ethnicity
because he or she is genuinely in
love? Must it always be a case of
self-loathing or "jungle fever?"
As an Asian-American woman, it
is frustrating dating outside 111y
ethnicity. It is not the (III asional
stares or whispers from so angers
that are annoying. It is the «instant nagging and judgmental lectures of ethnic pride Ii 11111 family
and friends.
The concept of "stepping-up"
the racial ladder is parth 111.111v disturbing. To say a person is dating
Minirone of another vault( itv simply to improve so( ial status, automatically implies it is 1111151’1 5.1115’
at retard that one ettinit it% is better than another. Fix example,
Whell All A.S1.111-A1111T4 411 WI (111.111 15
Well holding hands with ,t white
111/111, it IS «1111111011
111..11 411 (t
’Oh, she’s itist trvoig to be better than ever-vont. else.’
Why would dating .t white man
nving to be
than .11151111e
else.. The person making thr statement is making the assumption
dial a white man is better 111411
(.4r1 411111. eke,
11 saNs 1114 Ile
.11141011 alt. 1111%4111 making the statement than 1111’ 4141(11.1, IA 1 11111/1r
11S1’11.
11 Is Amusing when people 4*1111
All’ 111)1/11.1111 III 1111111.11 1.11 HIM( la)41’s dami the% are not tat 1st
Viliv I/1111 lit 11 511 foistrating foi
thrill to see pc( ply If (hillel ent
vaunt Ines ti %ethyl
lulu ate
111.1115 CAC 1111’1 ft II not getting

Interracial
couples must
constantly
dispel the
belief that, by
dating outside
their ethnicity,
they are
abandoning
their cultural
values and
betraying their
race.
the itif rease of interracial relationships will eventually lead to understanding
and
acceptance.
Af «tiding to the Census Bureau,
one in 10 I...5, marriages are inter! af ial.
With all the stigma attached to
inlet tat ial relationships, it is easy
II) choose not to get involved 111
1111111 or advise tither% against
them. However, the joining of two
ohm« ulnae% and beliefs creates
an intense bond which shows love
toil% sees no (olor.
Christine
111/ Barns m
/huh .Stall Writer.

a Spartan

il%

.114A111 S111 (I’’.’. IS getting tip 111Ie
4411)11’ 111111.
111%1 114. 401.11 4(01 11,441’ got If
von haw a (ollegr dew re,’.11)11,01
III’ aim
smr ol one thing in

One of greatest football coaches ends career on sad note
ICS

By Christine Ann Bacas

Letter to the Editor
dirge byline fide IX began
Women’s basketball 111/111
III hays. an elk( I
Vot Is
1 %Wain 1111 the
is a big step forward illiant and %rats,
!slats swim tram, and
I his 11.151 1.1111.1%, flit IS. I attend
I’ll the histia it first game III the
111.44 4.41,1111.11.S ill oirs541111.11 basketball league, plased at the Spat 1.111
hem tenter And what a thrill it
was. (IN /I I he inaugural game NA%
A 141111111. the At1111/11/111’11. 11’511%1%
1111 4 11/55(1 delighted
Iii,’ game was tiptriti)Ioo Sheri Sam rat ked lip VI !unfits,
lettnifer ..4111 sti de the ball time
and again, and Anita Kaplan
grabbed rebi hind and sf "led WI
p11111.1( k% After a late 11144 IA 1111
A)1.1111.1 (.1(115, 011’ 5,111 11151 1 .1511
flung1)11 II, %an 714-711 Atter %at (I,
1111. N1111100 hogged dirt! oppoAphoti !emitter
nent.. Anti Itatti
k//i th.tokeri the £4114511 fIll 1)1111
ing hi the game
I .is pleased t, I see Ii 11111’s ol
141115 114 the 11(14511, 110111110414
a 411)4114 iit so %rating I shuts that
As
lead. "Little Gals 1)tvaiti. (a
M1111111111’ 14111) 14.15 111 1/.1511,1’11/.111 111
111r 1111 V% 11111 W’ 1(1111(1 111111
15111111 V 1111’ 11.111 11111.1. 111111.5 ircli ore
passing. .411(1 gum (Is .111f1 fra %at (Is
45 VI V «Millie(’ 11, one-half ot
4 10111 1, I feel 1.1% CSC Itefi t111 111151’
141115 .11111 111111 1.1115111111t11.5
51.511.11 551 Uri% folio% mg the
%meth an liasketball 1.4,1411,- 11.15 1’
legar % 111 lute IX. the
( alled
114711. law that mandated equal
ippot Offline% 110 *5.41(11114 III S4 111511
split% 1 111111 11111,111’14, I 141.11111,11111

Advertising
Advertising Director
Art Director
Petal! Manager
National Manager
National Assistant
Marketing Manager
Marketing Assistant
Downtown Manager
Entertainment Manager
Retail Account Executives

Downtown Account
Executives
Entertainment Executives
Art Executives

hyrrv har11:141
MI, 1104.1 I24( lacy
hr,siy (’larent.rigge
al -ati
1,51,1 491111414114
sandraCarranza
lermiler Y’ ’411.
Arlene Villanueva
Christine Kiedaiwh Heather I.outhan Pan
Mangeyn Shinya Nakashima Sharon
hitano I7ohin Wood Catherine Yeh
letfrey Chu, Shame) Scheeler Christine
rnith Kaisha-Dyan Tirslor
Kyle Renner, Justine SieL ti Janke Fahella
Carolyn Gerstman hrandon Herm, In
Mike Kasper Sam Devins

1 IC1111’1111/1’1 01.11 the NCAA %AM III 111111 a 115,41 ’.1 1111141 for giving
hoolarship
one of their trmale
544 1111111E1%
I 11.441’ti forbid that
441011111 .411111141 IX paid to vitim,
latliet, We were *apposed to per tot in purely lin the glor% I if our
111)1 s( hind
1141’
11’.1111, 01
C
%V, 551.1 1’ nearly all on 14 11111,41%111p
I ie.( 1.1111% icali/ed that RI( 1,..1
‘5. own was the In esident when
itle IX was passed In Congiess
Rib 11,41 (1 Nixon vvas .4 graf
awkwaid
1114111401e I imitioi
on.tgine al an% age pinpointing A
111 /-11/11k 11.11.1. III 14101(1)4 111 lin a
la% up Km, 10 11,41 (1 Nixon hatl
danglitris I %slimier if ht. thought
III them ’.411111 lir signed .1 itle IX
who law
It s odd to think of Nixon plasm); a tole III the desclol
.111 of
(So omen athletes Hut thanks, Tit( ky
I )11 - and go Lasers"
Bettie ()wen
gtarlitate Modern.
111,1%., 4111111111111U .11111141

Opinion Page Policies

All Spartan Deity readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter 1041w Editor, which
should be 100 words or leas
Leners or vienxents must be typed and may be
*put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office
In Dwight teniel Hal, room ND
.axed to (4061924-3531 or
*mailed 1011w Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor. School of
Journalism and Maw Communications, San FOG* Saws
untversay. One V7alianaton Square, San lose, CA. 951994 Jr.
Submissions become the property at the Spartan Daily and
may be edited for clarity grimmer, libel and length,
dabeelersea near agora lbe earbsee arm Wane%
pilaw wasiber. alipsoare alma arra
BINaelela ans orders by. and me dee .r_ .I dr
aparla Day edleseloaal Ide Nit
Published opinions and advertisements do not mouse*
reflect the nein of the Sperm Deily. the School of launder
and Mass Communications*. Mil
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San Jose State University

Pre-Law aub
Meeting; 5:30 p.m.; Hugh
Gillis Hall, room 215; call
Chris 985-9713
Meeting; 3 p.m.; Wahlquist
Library, CRC, 3rd floor; call
295-8129 or 297-7740

Weekly Calendar
TODAY

WEDNESDAY

ng
S 1
Asian
student
discussion
group;
2:30-3:30
p.m.;
Administration
building.
room 201
School of Art & Design
’Student galleries art exhibits
reception; 6-8 p.m.; Art and
Industrial Studies buildings;
call Sarah 124-4330
*Tuesday night lecture series:
Robert Brady; his own work; 56 p.m.; Art building, room
133; call Andy 9244328
Career Center
Stryker Endoscopy Employer
Presentation; 11:30 a.m.-12:30
room,
Costanoan
p.m.;
Student Union; call Career
Resource Center 924-6033
&
*Careers
in
Finance
3:30
p.m..
Accounting;
Umunhum room, Student
Union; call Career Resource
Center 924-6033
*Creating Your Career in Art;
1:30 p.m.; Almaden Room,
Student Union; ( all Career
Resource Center 924-6033
Catholic Campus Ministry
* Daily mass; 12:05 -12:30 p.m.
*Pizza kr faith Ms( IIV4i011; 7-9
p.m.
*John XIII ( ’enter, ai rims limn
the SISU theater; call Gamy
938-1610
Library Donations & Sales
Unit
donaOngoing hook sale
tions welt ome; 10 a.m.-3 p.m.;
Library North,
Wahlquist
room 403 8: Clark library
lobby; ( all Acquisiiions Dept.
924-2705
Deparmlent of Nutrition &
Food Science
Body . fat testing; 1-3 p in
Central Classroom building.
nxim 103;. all Kim 924-3110
903 KSJS Radio
(;encral meeting; 5:30 p.m.;
Hugh Gillis Hall small theater;
call 924-4549
Ftindraising ’Investing in
Diver-my% call in 924-4545
M.E.CHA
11102
Taco sale; 11 a.m.-2 II
pit a( rots Iron. the Events
’enter; a all Mar ia 933-51 15
Delta Sigma Pi
an
Mudge Class; IBM II
Rest mo es; 3 jam.; Ciaarlaltipe
room, !minium Union; call
Chris 295-5(113
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterernity
Inc.
Miss Bla( k and ( ild Pageant:
Deadline I. of (:tollieS1
,all Kyron 294-7310 (11
237-35(19
Striving Black Brothers and
Sisters
"Spec ial presentation 01 thy
Neli Dubois si holm ship pi.t.
Student I ’,Ma,.
gram, p
Caller:II Meeting; 6:00 Ittli:
all Fula la
275-1203
Chicano Resource Center
’H P11110104
!IOWA
( )1.4.11
Brown Rag Sot hit #2. in ion -1
Restmo t
Chit anti
p.m.;
I:enter; i all Yolanda ’124-2707

Library Donations & Sales Unit
ongoing Book Sale - lkmations
welcome; 10 am. -S p.m.; donations and sales unit. Wahlquist
North, room 4014, and Clark
lobby; call 924-2705
Chicano Resource Center Open
House Committee
Brown -Bag Social #3; noon-I
p.m.; Chicano Resource Center;
call Yolanda 924-2707
S.jSU Dept. of Philosophy
Colloquium Series
"Nishida Enigma: Japanese
Philosophy and Imperialism in
p.m.;
3:30
I940s";
the
room, Student
Guadalupe
l nit in; call 924-1317
KSJS Radio
Fund-raiser - "Investing in
Diversity"; 24-Hr.; 90.5 IM; tall
in 924-4545
SJSU Fantasy &Strategy Club
Weekly Meeting; White Wolf’ Open Gaming; 5-1(1 p.m.;
Student
room.
(:ostanoan
Union; call 924-7097
Phi Alpha Theta - History
Honors Society
Weekly Meeting; 2:30 p.m.;
Dudley Moorhead Ilan. room
134; tall Ethan 297-5760
Associated Students Program
Board
Ital Iroom Showing of China
Rolando’s Films - Afro-Cuban
event:
filmmaker;
all-day
Student Union hallro(in,
’s
Rolando
Screening: Gloria
films and Ms( insion of her lily’s
work; 7 pin.; !Alma Prieta
Ballroom, Student Union. It d
II. or; all 924-6261
Foreign Languages Department
Presentanon! Gloria Rolando,
"Dimensions of the Ann an
lid-nage in the Caribbean,- followed by question -and -answer
session; 5:30 p.m.; Duncan 11.411,
rim rm 250; call lean -lair IFeSalia,
924-4611 or Itai hat a Pet Inian
924-4605
Associated Students Campus
Recreation
Ifia key
Floor
Intrainural
Deadline; 4:30 p.m.; A.S. business ()Ili( e; tall Mike Friglow
924-621i6
"Intramural
Captains Meeting; I pan.;
Council Chambers. Student
’Mon; call %like Eutglow 9241,21,6

Re-Entry Advisory Progriun REAP
’Brown -Bag Lunch - TestTaking Techniques, Mary
Moore, Counseling; Noon1:30 p.m.; Pacheco room,
Student Union
*Evening Advising Drop in
and by appointment; 5-6:30
p.m.; Assessment Center,
WM; call Jane 9245950
Student Callionda Teachers
Association
School District panel speaks
till job openings within their
p.m.;
Noun -1
districts;
Sweeney Hall, room 335; call
1 aria 369-1370
Pi Sigma Alpha - Political
Science Honor Society
EICtli0115 Forum; noon-1 p.m.;
Auditorium,
Engineering
room 189; call Ken 9245346
Human
Mamtmement

Resource
Association

Meeting: Compensation Itc
T
Speaker
HR1S
p.m.;
4:30-6
Oyshinka;
it mu.,
Student
Almaden
Union; call Roxanne 297-1565
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc
Gold Pageant Miss RLwk
Contestant Ile:Ohne (1(1/25);
call Kyron 294-7810 or Sherida
2147-3509
Institute of Transportation
Engineers (lit)
Eileen
Speaker:
(iciest
Gt )(Own’, exeditiye dird tor
of thy Santa Clara County
Traffic Authority; Niam-I
p.m.; Engineering Building,
call
It (((((
David
329;
(510)656-7091
Education
Prevention
Program Center
Health arid Rest un e Fair; 9
a.m.-2 p.m.; Student Union;
all Harriett Pila 924-5945
Golden Key Honor Society
N( v. Mcinla :slim Iii adline is
IQ, 25 for Mailing; (all Alethea
7ti I -9592

Department of Nutrition &
Food Science
Body Fat ’ft-sting: 3-4:30 p.m.,
Al Clalloal Him Budding,
(
room 103, call Kim Roth 92431

PEOPLE

All the gossip that’s fit to print
Animation stars lost & found

Jackson wins concert OK

The ( Is, ti wilinets are no
NE18’ YORK (AP)
hinger missing in New Ni irk.
Wallace and (;romit, the 9-itu It mottle plastic ine
man and his sidekick pooch born the littlish aniMai
mated film "The Wriarg misers,- Hall’
an tins( ripted
to creator Nick Park Monday at
ride in a taxi.
"I was resigned to not seeing them again,- Pal k
said. "I thought, ’It’ll he a miracle if [hey di) turn

KVA! A 1.1’M Pt. ’R, Ntalaysia (Al’) Mii hael
jai kson’s poptilai in won him government permission alimilae for a sdaind ( oncen in a mttion
where one state 1511111(1111 let tuna, tall siage a, all.
Jackson’s appla ation to 101 t 1 III ( h 27 in a
65,000-seat stadi I1111 ni St’LllIgl/1 Slat(’ WAN
Ii’, Itut al 1111k ialS Will 111/ilaild t,, hits
1111 lilt’ Noting."
Islam is the state religion in the nation (if 19 milpeuple..lackson’s dances, with his hip gat ations
and pelvic thrusts, (mild be 011ooltlel ell 0111110410a
In. It aal standards.
an then saiil Jut kson timid
federal Naive!’
appear in Kuala Lumpur instead. lint its biggest
arena scats only 40,1100.
alt apposed an addi!Slonday, the Nandi29 bei arise (.I the "(net %beimtional show tall (
!Faulk
ing response.- said Ails alineati
Sablianiddin Cliik.
!linseed, promote!. wiin’t ai inane dia ide
ti t until (hey see the
whether to hi ild se«itid
demand lair I,, keis, whi( 11 will go tall sale
Wednesday, said 1 an Ling, .1 sprikesinan loi the
(unmans’.

their red
Park had stashed the 1114)11CIS
motorcycle and sidecar in a hox that ks’a, pia lii (Ill’
trunk of the cab. But the ( al, di net mistakenly’
drove off with the !Minium es Atha (hopping Park
()flat a Kuiliattan hotel Saturday
"He ttttt st have thought this was a tool Iota," Park
ha’ a blot k in the pouring rain.
said. "I chased I
I was pretty’ u)set."
(il his sir maways t bra nigh
learned
:thine
The
media reports and took them hat k.
"Hu wouldn’t take :me money," said Arthur
Sheriff , Park’s publii ist. "I hail set aside $500, but
it at all."
he just wouldn t heal
Shoill said the t ab (hied asked to remain anonymous.
\kiting ’Douse’ s." wilt( It won an
111
"Till’
A( ’Acme Await! lor Item Animated Shia I him (il
1993, the 4 111111ON %Valhi( t’ .11111 ltts t,, 11110Itogit
SAVVVd Allillt. pal bring a sinister penguin lir peal( e
lii//l

III

11.1lillllal sensation iti
%Valhi(
and ( i131111il all’
lit itain, whei a. they appeal uin Ilshirts. girding
( aids and in la aiks.
’s tempot,11
The British media tit iiik the
3113 l’ %VIA ’,t’ui, .11,1N. ’I Ile mass-selling SIIII
all Page 1 imilia the
/u’,iital.,s
an tile
headline "I osi in

Spur..
Alsic
.IA9A

solid.

141 ,111111t

Candidates get humor points
he
AP kV ha tey
ER1111. RI( :KSIII It(
yowls might think of Pi esideni Clinton and Bob
al
boil’
lill111
Dille, a ’,median .% lai k Russell is gning
points lot himioi
"Clinton us., inasiei at Immo,. Kennedy, Reagan
11,1111/i
and Clinton II,-’’. in that lass,
said Russ( II. %hiu has been making pikes at die
l
eapense uutpaint tans uuu Vashingion
adm iiiii
K.wit is well knovoi il
Russell said Doh
kVashingion. although it doesn’t sync him Noll on
the ampaign it
lost u it die masses.
"It’s a saidonti wit
big.1114111.11«. 1114 Ir.,"
ger
is,, good smut e III
Antl Mhos Rodhain
the Flee I aii« Slat of
R1133,311
Maki 1.11.
11..1111 /I
1 lill.,ts talking
kshilig

$219
$249
$265
$178
$139

London
Costa Rica
Tokyo
Miami
New York
salow. 19.41, S
9.ru

4,4 S4’. ’4A
Mt

Y..

11.,141,,o.
MINN.

L.

Travel
394 Ur...AMIN Av.

Al6

;4,, Alt.,

A 94301

408-295-8886
http://www.ci.orgitrarrl.htm
EURAILPASSES

I

1.111114

01.

Iraelltoor at t000ton.
iiiii/11..111./11

At 11151 t 21$1
F31111ft
1.1111WN Mal he railed u alltiW hog
moat reolloo. Won,

ISSUED ON -THE -SPOT!

IS

Dui ham is nailing at the end (a Ole 014311111 .15
plesilletll ill Ole I ;land 01,11V (.11111p oil GAVI0111
11.1(1 1.111111100.

Dance test planned
Winks

ClIARLESTI EN. 5.01
111331141.1

TNNla

Thal I/

.11111

I 1111111/1/333.1

In

flail( l

IttIlialllill

ISI 111311 WIII la among the highlights 01 next year’s
The 1i -on al will pi (arm
Spoleto Festnal I s
"Witte( k," Alhan Berg’s 19211 opetais well as
’I :III leVo Rio 1.- a PHI 1 t 11.11111111 111/1.1.1
I aid% staged ill ihe I lined slates. gendial manage’
Nigel Ftedden said mei ilie Nseekend the lesinal
lilt Sall

ill 0;41.1111 1113 1101, I/I1 1/ /I 111.1113

11.1111 a

I 11.1111’S I 111111/.1111, 101311111 as

1st
11.111/’

1,1,1 Hill k111113 I

ROI

As a newly hired grad, you will experience a compelling rewarding challenge from
the start Guided by our dynamic mentoring program. you will be designing right away
Not a bad beginning for an emerging artist The leading Of Ms in the world depend on
MICr0 h!near and our far’ reaching family of analog devices for toil; iiivired solutions
i
Pursue your craft at Micro Linear And make an impact the N.,, ,t1,1 N./

(71
,NALOG

ESIGN

NGINI I US

If you are graduating with an MSI F daiD, this position will provide tile opportunity to
learn advanced IC design while developing systems engineering skills As a Design
Engineer, you will also have the ci lance to work in Bipolar. (,MOS arid IiiCMOS
process technologies You will design and develop analog arid nines) signal ICs
This includes chip definition, circuit design, simulation, layout supervision. debug.
haractenzation and release to production

DEPUTY
SHERIFF
OPENINGS
III Sall

I tark.p.,,co

(n

.F_VEI.OPMENT

NGINI 1 u!->

If you are graduating with a BS/MSEF and have a preliaery toward analog circuits,
our Test Development Engineering opportunities may be your ticket Strong analog
skills are necessary so you can design automatic test equiprialit software and hardil% insure this
ware that performs complex electrical screening of our
testing correlates to laboratory benchmarks
PRODUCT ENGINEERS

onion omen,

ACT NOW . . .
old a high school graduate (or
if you’re at
20
have a G f I) and on,. your of college or work experience
Go to Room 200 631 F ()Ivan Street (at 2nd Street) or Call
44) "I’,54 1000 Todayl
Recruitment Closes November 15, 1996
San Franr.iv.0 Sheriff’s Department

If you are graduating with a BS/MSEE and have a preference for analog circuits. our
Product Engineering positions may be of interest to you Strong analog skills are
integral, as you will evaluate, characterize and introduce new products to manufacturing
You will also be responsible for analyzing, enhancing and forecasting Wafer Sort and
Final Test yields and supporting production to resolve product issues

coOfidin
ti?is

Micro Linear To paint your best conclusion, sign up for an interview today.

OUISIa0(11041 ’Ilolfy S’i? 333 546.980
Generoti, Fun,jltti rod rotirignent benefits
s Excellent promotior la’ opportunitie%

*

A hide

,.., .1,

i 1111111e Ill lill

going a,, "mimic bei ausegil (hese people
who ( (inie (in and feel akin’ the ( Fia y die way they

Opt

AS.111.
44.

34,ro.44,1

APPLY NOW . . .
eflw WI If WV
fig d

yea’s, the
NASIIVII I I.. ham. (Al’) And 71
0:rand I tle 0 tja \ 5.1u),l 113 SW is going, silting het allS4’
ol 1114’ IleV011toli ol s 81111015 111111, .5 younger generaIntiluI slats.
"ifikt..ingl",,tdvItt.
"Ricks Skaggs and k’iii«. Call and \laity Stuart
and some ol Ouse younger ii is ... hay(’ had Mai
tespei t and led hit the ( ;land (11e ( )1,1%. Mat you
need if V4111.0. going to t,utlil Mute to die 3.1111W and
Mak(’ ii 11411) VI/11 iii
lit’ all aSItli ila l Ill’ 1111 all and

Picture this flip on your laptop, zap you: tax. or check out the hottest CD-ROtk;
titles on your multimedia center, and you re putting Micro Linear to work’ From computers and advanced networking. to televisions, stereo equipment measuring equipment arid telecom technology, virtually all electronic media depends on analog
devices for A/D conversion And Micro linear people are The Artisans of Analog,
creating a distinct niche in ths generation’s most exciting technology

Christian
Asian
American
Fellowship
and
F.% an gclism
Personal
isstotis with Roy Shirnizti; 7:30
’mad:dupe rag im, Student
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num, tall Pete,

e4.
ur

Grand Ole Opry goes on

%Mil 3 al ell." I lal D11111.1111 Said. "TIll

(7
.LEST

PARIS
$1195

a (IA

IlaSe

Th,

Career C.enter
(
( hientation; 12:30
p.m.. Almaden num), Student
Union
Servit es
Reci1,111 tug
p.m.;
( 1, tentation;
’2:30
Almaden
num’,
Student
Union; tall 924-6033

Catholic Campus Ministry
I ’2(5-I ’2:9) pan.;
I 4114
MeiS.S
’film XXIII ( .4111(.1. al roar( from
SISI . Theater, ,;all ( army 933.
1610

3

*

Interviews, Monday, October 28
Career Services
If unable to sign up for an interview. please mail or FAX your
resume and transcripts to Micro Linear, Human Resources,
2092 Concourse Drive. San Jose, CA 95131 FAX (408)432-7523
Email halt ulinear corn We are an equal opportunity employer
Visit our website at: http://www.microlinear.com
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Micro Linear
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Holmgren
trashed list

Down and out

Sports
at a
glance

Offensive
coordinator
considered

GREEN BAY, Wis. (AY) A key
piece of evidence is missing from the case of the purloined play sheet, the mysterious mix-up that

By Marcus Walton
Spwaiai Daily Staff

The San Francisco play list that ended up in

the Packers’
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John Ralston announced his retirement from SJSU on Monday. His final game will
be at home against UNLV, 1:30 p.m. Nov.23.
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and one had some %suiting oil it tilert ing in
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Nit/MIAS night kune.
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Men’s soccer

1,1

last

gct shoved through a shredder, titeen
Bay ii tat is Mike Holingren said in his first
comment on the case Monday.
But it did end tip in the trash, he said.
"It’s much ado about nothing is what it is,
because we did not have the sheets."
liolnigren said. "The sheets were throwii lit ut
lief Ore we even played the game. Packer Ian Ken 5 NIallien nsf Glee!’ has said
she anti co-vmuket Al Paul deliseieil the plak
list and a sheet full of plas diagrams to the
Ia kers hearlipiarteis after she unwittinglk
obtained them from Tiers sonsiiltatit mid flamer coach Bill Walsh.
She said she was attending a conferem
night befine the game at a (it cell flak hotel
when she spitted Walsh and asked Inin lot air
amok ph.

Volleyball
The volleyball team travels
to San Diego to take on
the Aztecs Friday

if

showdown

s -s is iii

Football
’f,artans have a week
’.tf t.otore Homecoming
rloy. 2 against San
At:go State.

,rirtort

before the team’s

possession

Nfondav-night

Whirr

The rumor mill has starwd
spilling names almost before
S)SU football coach John
Ralston finished announcing his
retirement
Offensive coordinator Roger
Theder has been mentioned as
a possible replacement for
Ralston.
Theder, 57, came to SJSU in
1993 when Ralston took over.
Theder is the only assistant
with Division 1 head coaching
experience. He coached Cal
from 1978 to 1981. Theder also
served on Ralston’s coaching
staff at Stanford from 1968
through 1971.
While there has been no
guarantees that the position
would go to a current member
of the coaching staff, Ralston
did say that it was eossible,
"We have one individual on
our staff, maybe two or three,
who could take over," Ralston
said.
While Athletic Director
Thomas Brennan said he will
form a search committee to
identify and screen prospective
candidates, defensive coordinator Mike Church said he
believes Theder would be one
of the front runners.
"les probably coach Theder,"
Church said. "I don’t know anyone else who thinks they’re
re,idv or wants to (be head
fan II) right now."
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Fresno State walked into the Event Center and walked all over Michelle Sarkees and the rest of the Spartans Saturday night.
The Spartans lost three -straight games to the Bulldogs, 15-8, 15-9 and 15-8.
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In trials, women opt for pill abortion
ROCHESTER, N.Y (AP) - She is
recently divorced, has a 6-year-old son at
home, is immersed in graduate studies
and will soon be looking for a job.
Three to four weeks ago, she got pregnant.
Instead of waiting a few extra weeks to
undergo surgery, the 33-year-old woman
opted for an early abortion. On
Wednesday, she swallowed three RU -486
pills that detach the embryo from the wall
the uterus.
in my situation, there is no question of
having a child at this point," she said
i(lay after an ultrasound confirmed she
is no longer pregnant.
"It’s a very private decision, very difficult
It any woman," she added softly, speaking on condition of anonymity.
She was to have taken a second drug at
home Friday that causes strong uterine
ontractions, but the process of expelling

the embryo had occurred naturally
In trials at six clinics and medical centers around the country, 150 women have
induced abortions with RU-486, a drug
that has been used by 200,000 European
women since 1988. It could become available at hospital clinics or even doctors’
offices across America beginning IleXI
SUMITler.

"Abortion has essentially become a spectator sport in the United States," said Dr.
Eric Schaff, an associate professor of hunily medicine and pediatrics at the
University of Rochester who is in chili ge of
the largest trial.
"This MIN’ technology should make
abortion the private matter it should have
always been between the health-care
provider and the woman," Schaff said.
A month ago, after years of controversy,
the federal Food iuid Drug Administration
all but approved the pill’s use by deeming

This new technology
should make abortion the
pfivate matter it should have
always been between the
health-care provider and the
woman.
Dr. Erie Schaff
Ass0,-0,1, prol rm..- of medicine

it safe and eitet Its. when used under a
doctor’s close supervision.
"rhe nation’s unitaittnally charged abortion battle. has long delayed I’S. approval

( )pponents t onsider the pill a
of
step backwaid in their effort to make abormore
(Milt
tilt to obtain.
tions
About 2,000 women ale being enrolled
Iii the it ials - 700 in Rochester and the
()diets in Sall 1’1AM-1St 1/, Seattle, New NiKk
its, Bellevue, Neb., ,uld kit spell, Mont.
RI.’ -.Pitt is suitable. foi women who are
up to eight weeks ptegnaid, whet eas most
sliT git al
abortions occur between eight
id 1 2 weeks, S. hall said.
Women routinely do liot nuclei go
slit gels until they are six or seven weeks
along "because a %cry early surgic al immeegnancy," he said.
diate 111.1V IlliSS
11’ith medic ,t1 abortion, the wilt tie pat adigni has to change," St hat I added.
-W’t /men have to gel those home Inept:me). tests - they are very accurate. The earlier sou present. the more effective these
meth( tiles at e."
.1tist lout out of 125 women who have

taken RU-4Sb in Rochester needed a second dose of the follow-up drug, misoprostol, before passing the embryo, Schaff said.
If anyone is still pregnant IS days after taking RU -186, they are odei eel a surgical
abortion. So far, that hasn’t occurred, he
said.
His latest patient said she believed the
pill will send women seeking an abortion
bac k to the care of family doctors familiar
with their health.
"This kind of medicine :fflows von to go
through an ,tbortion at an earlier stage,
when it is mut h easier, has less c omplicanuns and is less painful," she said.
In time, she said, aboi non may become
less of a public controvetsv.
"It’s inv belief that a woman has the
right to make the Own e. I definitely
object to it being a mallet of politics."

Whitewater guides oppose random drug tests
MOAB, Utah (AP) - Several
livers in the West are now drugtree workplaces despite objections
lit) some guides who view the
lit’W U.S. Park Service policy as
unnecessary.
Periodic drug testing began this
past season for outfitters licensed
iIi Grand Canyon National Park.
River companies bidding for multiin
contracts
Utah’s
Near
Canyonlands National Park and
DinOsaur National Monument also
ale being asked if they will condo( t
p. e-employment and random
II ug-screening, iind how they t’.’ill
eliminate substance abuse.
Ill,’ directive was made to
ensure safety in %%11km:del spt cuts.
"Whether boatmen like it or
tit it, their job is a public saletv fl 1St’
lull that is no different ft liii being

a bus driver or Aniti ak engineer,"
said (:anvonlands National Park
Superintendent W’alt 1)abney. "It’s
just common sense. You wouldn’t
want someone wit,. is impaiied by
drugs running 1 boatload of peo..uivon)."
ple through
But guides sir the! e have been
few if am documented cases of
commeqc ial i ailing Iii idents clue
to drugs.
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National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week 1996
October 21-24
Monday
October 21

Kick Offl

Wednesday
October 23

Film Pay

Health and
Resource Pair

g:30am-1:00prn
Carlene Union
Almmelan Room

New Gamed 1
10am-2pm
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Student Union
9am-2prn

Movie Night
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a WOITAII

Human ’Tic The Toe
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Obetacle Course
Wheel of Fortune
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_
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October 22
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Cub:hod...1 In
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Thursda,y
October 24
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7th Street PLuia
10am-2pm
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Obstacle Cour.’
Wheel of Fortune

Ice Cream
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ArtlS
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time’?
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where’d it go?

Sue: I lininnimm...you
hats on sale at 50% off
has
Bookstore
know the Spartan
the original price. Why don’t we go check it out ....lily
treat.
Torn: !Icy.. why VlI twin’ so 111( 1’
hat’?
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Sue: \Vull. I had to strain the spaghetti with
1111c111ing. didn’t I?

Spartan Bookstore
Half Price Clearance
Sale
on
Selected Hats, Shorts, Tanks & Sweats
’coz
you never know when you’ll need another
hat
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Elephant
injures worker
at LA zoo

NUR MAIDENS

.1,1

Erin Mahoney (left) and Jill Salak freeze during an afternoon stroll on
campus Monday afternoon. The colorfully costumed mimes sat down
at a bench near Morris Dailey and ate a picnic lunch from Salak’s

1’11111 It’,

Ill 1, 115115

wicker basket. The silent performance was an assignment for Sam
Richardson’s Art 172 "Color in Space" class.
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Sandinista cries fraud
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CUBAN FILM MAKER
COMES TO
IAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

GLORIA ROLANDO
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F.XPLORING YOUR RELATIONSIIIP IVITI I GOD?
LETS IX) IF T(X;EI I IER, OVER DINNER.
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es ening 5:30 - 7:1101n1
I unity Cathedral
I N. Second Street - San Jost.
Join us or I All for more info:
( 10S) 293-2101
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STUDENT UNION (1RD FLOOR)

Where: Main Level of Student Union
res.suf e When: Wednesday. October 23, 1996
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LOS ANGELES (Al’) A 5 -ton female elephant
knocked down a worker at the Los Angeles Zoo,
breaking three of the man’s ribs and a collarbone,
as visitors watched.
"It looked like the elephant took his head, then
knocked him down and tried to trample him," said
Charles Sherman, a visitor who saw the incident
Saturday. "It was all over in a few seconds. It went
very, very fast."
Sherman said the worker had approached the
elephant, and the animal appeared startled. He
said that was when the elephant luiocked the man
to the ground.
But Susie Kasielke, the zoo’s principal animal
keeper, on Sunday described the incident as less of
a rampage than what Sherman said he saw.
"Anytime you’re working with an animal that
large, they are potentially dangerous," Kasielke
said. "Elephimts are intelligent animals. They’re
I ot normidly aggressive oi violent, but they c nt he,
re not sure that’s what happened in this situation. We wally think she lost her balance."
She said inn, officials suspect that Calle, a 30-yearold Asian elephant, 111/15r have stumbled because of
painful at thrills in her forelegs.
The inc Hem o« cured Saturday afternoon as
Calle WaLS hying put through a normal training routine.
Ronald }totter, 27, of. Huntington Beach, an animal keepei tiaining to be an elephant handler,
enteled the yard to give something to Calle’s handler.
%Vat% mining around to leave the viol, the
"As
elephant appal ently slipped in a wet spot in the
said, lost her footing a little hit and as she stumbled, she and Ron collided," Kasielke said. "We’re
lust exac (Iv sine what happened
whether he
het 41111.14/11tled and that stat tled her as well, in any
euent, it happened %CI’S’ qui( kly. It 5%.1..,,,ver in a second oi two."
She said that the handle’ immediately pulled
Calle atsa% hom Rom’ and soine,,ne eke helped
Rouei to his leer
(alle lemanied calm dui Mg the mine iou dent.
Kasielke said.
-API’’’’’"th II"’ "5111’ "11 (’ (11"le ’1"k" "I).kasielke sun

-Money Gone" it should
has(’ stated that Police
Chief Ric Abeyta said he
thought a $428 deposit was
lost becauae of a bank error.
Also Sin! vice president
non
Raising said he
thought the $428 may have
been lodged in a wall.
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Study: Kids
of smokers
need extra
oxygen

Tuesday, October 22, 1996

NEW ORLEANS (Al’) - Children whose
parents smoke need extra oxygen after
surgery much more often than other youngsters, researchers reported Monday.
Researchers at Maimonides Medical
Center in New York City checked the oxygen
levels of 72 children after surgery amid later
asked their parents whether they smoked.
Out (11 17 youngsters who needed extra oxygen, 15 lived with secondhand smoke.
"That’s remarkable," said Dr. Daniel I.
Sessler, an anesthesiologist at the l’iliversity
of California at San Francisco. "I would not

have expected much of a difference."
The study was to be presented at a meeting in New Orleans of the American Society
of Anesthesiologists.
The children, ages 1 to 10, were in the
hospital for routine procedures such as circumcision, heinias or hydroceles - accumulation of fluid in a body’ cavity. They were
checked with a pulse oximeter, a device that
does not need to puncture the skin to measure the amount of oxygen in the blood.
Forty-one of the children came from nonsmoking families; 31 had at least one parent

who smoked. Fifteen children whose parents
smoke needed oxygen therapy, compared
with two out of the 41 whose parents are
nonsmokers.
Dr. Flimal Massand, lead researcher for
the study and a pediatrician and director of
pediatric anesthesia at Mainumides Medical,
said: "1 expected a difference. but I didn’t
think it would be this striking."
A number of studies have linked secondhand smoke to cancer, heart disease and
other problems. Secondhand smoke has
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Mon.-Thur. The Old Spaghetti
Factory, 51. N. San Pedro. Si.

EMPLOYMENT

BLDG. SUPERVISOR NEEDED
For Stu. Union. Tu. 10am-1:30pm.
Th. lam-12 noon, 8. some winds.
$6.00/hr. Apply at S.U. Director’s
Office 9am-5pm, M-F.
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TEACHER/AIDES/REC, LEADERS
Elementary school-age recreation
program. P/T from 2-6pm, M -F
during the school year, turns into
F/T (or P/T) during summer camp
program. Excellent salary. Los
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept
Call Janet at 3548700(23.

RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
Mon. Fri. 12:005:30
Located on 1st & Santa Clara
Call Darlene @ 408/271-7900.

CUPERTINO Elem, Montessori
School needs 2:30-6:30 daycare
assistant. Call 408255-3770.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sen./rise.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

GREAT JOB! GREAT PEOPLE?
A leading telecommunications
company located in north San
Jose is Seeking 11 customer
service representatives and 21
sales people. Many positions
open. Hours 10am-4prn or 3.9pm.
20+ hours weekly. 56+ hourly.
Commissions. Must be selfmotivated. No experience ok.
Will train. Bilingual preferred.
Call for David H. 408/441-8600
or Fax 408/441-9988.
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TUTORING

FOR SALE

LEARN MATH AT SUPER SPEED
Algebra Trigonometry Calculus.
http://www.relax-leam.com
415508-8120 for free details.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FAST RIMMAMBI Rase $500,, 5
days-Gr. Groupe. Otto. moararad
inceviduals. Fast, easy No financial
obligation 1-800-862-198204.33.

300 CELLULAR MINUTES FREE?
Sign up and get free minutes
every month. Free activation &
SAN JOSE LIVEI
50% off monthly access for 3
Three Fantastic Clubs
months. Some restrictions apply,
and one Great Restaurant
Call 408-879-4050 for more
M NOW HIRING?
information. Ask about our free
Cocktail Servers. Food Servers, Dcor pagers tool
Hcsts, Bartenders & Kitchen Rae
Apply in person after 6 pm.
19$/MINUTE PHONE CARD
Valid I.D & Social Security Card Cal POT en/ co:yelp ay Male in the
required. San Jose Lace!
USA including Alaska and Hawaii.
150 S. 1st St. Located in Me
A great budget tool for students.
Pavilion downtown San Jose
Charge with you credit card. For free
Cal 40112914234.
info art cat, cal 1-8603802623.

VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
have min. 1 year customer service
experience, and desire to serve
people. Polite, well groomed.
and professional attitude Only
19 years+ $5 75/hour. tips
Call Mike. 800 825 3871
WORK AROUND SCHOOL HOURS
Retail Sales & Customer Service
’Part Time or Full Time
Intemships/Academic crecat poss.
.100 Corporate Scholarships
awarded this schooi year!
******
STARTING PAY $12.50

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800655-3225.

CAMPUS CLUBS
PARK CITY UTAH JAN. 6-11th.
SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB.
$439. includes air, 5 nights full
condo stay, 4 out of 5 day lift
Pass, hot tubbing & morel Call
Mark 408/292 0955.

WORD PROCESSING

No experience necessary
’Complete training provided
Call (408) 2805195

TOJO’S Word ProceesIng Service.
ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
Powerpoint presentations
Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
$1000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
call Today! 4087233113
Tee Al Home to6 Fee I 1.4001498
47711 eat t 22 it, tor Listings
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
ran, papers. group
,.)
rsaiires, mini or mil’s.,
VOLUNTEERS
transcripteri. All formats
CITYTEAM YOUTH OUTREACH s F.ix available Experrencesi.
rieriendable, quick return
o.,iden ; Br anham area Cali
tired 4014 ’264 4504
I, ’111110

SPORTS/ THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINEt
ia. art’.

cria....

.

Frewfar. T,.rt i i A
%AU 5tirierv owr,eri & ioxra.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1 510 634 7573

SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR RENT

TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Electrolysis s the answer!!
I remove halr from any where
on your bOdy, from facial hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment
Cameeds Electrolysis Place.
1190 Lincoln, San Jose. 9939093.
MonSat / Free Cons. Eve appts
All ’,halals Receive 2the DiSCOun1

CLASSROOM COMPUTER CO.
P II {1.1.1ri AV.. all
Mliii’,,’ , CA
r,
{4. +001 HOOFJ1
,r4r.r I
FAX (41", 1(XY 1 120
s.
Reltitttisttql Computer’,
SCHOOL SPECIALS
’AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED’
Mac SE & Classic
Iriesis. Tern,
paiiers, ,e. I, irrr, ri) Projects.
LC II, LC III
Pedorma 475
Fik,sanes API,," .1., sjx.erarizirig
L.rarviraar/
PowerMaes
APA
Inkjet Printers
1’ i’414eit ion Editing ;44.. vs bp
Laser Printers
WP fl /111’1, PAM’S
Dot Matnx Printers
PROI/LSraft44 W 44)iRXIMINCi.
2472! hIkoni

REAL ESTATE

AUTOS FOR SALE

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on 51 Delinquent Tax.
FREE MONEY Far Your Educationi SEIZED CARS from $175.
pia sr,i
Caa a 5. CTievY5r Repo ’s. REO’s Your Area Toil
Apply ’or yb ht 5, Ire r
Corvenes
Free
140138989778 Eat H 2736
A,so
Jeeps.
ariCian’ed private ser he -ii (as BMW s,
,
4W1) s Your Airrri 11,1’ Free :800 for current listings.
SO’ wars’ i Pei.. n .
494)I774 ext A2216 for current
41a1 2r :lvi Ti
irairgs

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-9244277

Print your ad here. L ire is 30 spaces, including letters, runbers, pixtuation &spaces ketween wcrds

1[ AJLIIHE 11 j[_11 J liiiEILLJULEILILi
1[111]LiEDOECIEM1
MEHEEEJLI1111=1[1[1[1[11 11 11 II 11-1[1[11E-INDEDEC 1
1LT 11 11 11 1[ l[ F iHHflflHL]
DOLLJEJELEIDEE

LL_Lif

Eori[ziEr_-_lli_iririLiL_JEllillirit--][ if ][
3-line rninimun
Two Three
Ora
Days
Dews
Orly
19
$7
lInsa
15
$10
$S
4 linos
111
$7
II linos
111
$12
110
111,11.
15
$1 for eacti ace:Mural lire

Four
DRYS
111
$12
113
114

Five
DNA
113
114
115
116

After Its Hap day, rats Montages by $t par day
First lire (25 spaces) set in bold 1,7 no extra ’narge
Opt:15 additional woos available in bold er $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 imes $70
15-191res $110

tiara

Ilk.1ale

Send/led’ cr money order Id
SQUAW Cr_euy ctsIfIsWa
Ur JOSS ftift University
len JOWL CA 111199-0149
Ciassieed clesk iv located in Dvapt Renee Hail Room nya
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ariS are prece id
JO refunds on cancelled ads
oaten h consecutNe otaications dates trily
QUESTIONS? CALL (405)9544177

Please check ./
one classification:
_CarcuSClute _Rental Has, rq
GreeP messages’.
E venter
_Arrctricenents
LOS! and Fare*
_volt/leers’
For Salsa
AuteFaSale.
_Conpulers Elc
_wanted’
_Ermicipen1
_Oppatrites

_Snared Hak,ing’
_Real Estate
_SErvices
_HealtkfieeLef
_SpatrIviiis
_Wm/ince
_Enlarta yawl’
_Travel
_Meant
_Word Processing
_Scnoiarsieps

Special student rates available for these classifications.S5.00 for a 3 Ilne ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost I Found ads era offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info. please call
Dave Soi[cs Act 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mail.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is Just a call
away? Harvard Ph 0. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing,
visit our userfriendly Website
at littp://vnevi.eelpluceom
Regular e-mail: aci@netcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 5254505...ask tor Daniel.
TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
typing needs. Reports. Resumes,
Cover Letters. 408-441.7461.
Pick up and delivery options.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk
Call Bill at 408 298,6124.
MOVING SOON??
Let HELPING HAND Moar)1 Assistarce
do the work for you!
*Professional movers & packing
*Free wardrobes with move
’Free insurance
UM, cost noxes/packingmatenal
’Local & Long Distance
Two locations to serve the Bay Ofeil!
Saratoga 3080113
Santa Clara 951 4074

Daily
CR()s S NV ( ) R I )
ACROSS
1 oi Hp!
6 Curved structure
10 Agreement
14 Shinbone
IS Admirer
16 Certain solo
17 Adversary
18 1995 hit tam
191 Lundy fin
20 Food wrapping
22 ’flivino (a iiiiiirly
;eater
23 Route
24 Greek god
26 Certain ((we
spondenl
30 Candtly
33 Manicurrst s
board
34 Skittish
35 Away
37 Far
38 Ponders
39 German
eomposer
sbriller
40 Hae
Mel 41 Was an
omen of
42 Yard barrier
43 F liad
45 F lot,,am’s
companion
Minor
46
r nre,lellalifin
47 Jam ingredrent/
att F ler tr, di wilts
’il

F)111Virifrl1

51,
57
59
60

cwnrd
Principai
Boxer Griffith
Makes into
leather
Gawk
Divulges
Thin strip of
wood
Spe ling
competitions
Type of preview

61
62
63
64
65

ininalan

Ad Rates:

SERVICES

COUCH/FUTON BED with upper 2 IMAM. APARTMENT- $1380/510.
bunk. 2" metal tube, blk/blk, Security type building
$199. obo.OLASS COFFEE table Secure Parking
with wrought iron base, $75. obo. Close In
TAN SOFA 6 ft. great card. $125. Modem Building
Eric 293-9632.
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576S.5th St.
THEART OF TEACHING A Manuel 14081 295-6893.
Provides a telescopic view into
tire complex world of teaching, APT. FOR ONE PERSON. No pets.
a detailed description of the Utilrties paid. Parking. $550./mo.
elements of good teaching, $350. sec. dep. Call 259-7040.
peppered throughout with real
life examples of how to approach
given situations on the job, yet
SHARED HOUSING
all the while taking a somewhat
comical analysis of a very serious 2 ROOMS FOR RENT: $365/mo.
profession.
is. +1/4 atii 4 bdrrn. house Santa
Cara off San Tomas/ ID Camna W/D,
Warning: Reading this could D/W. No smoking/drugs/dogs.
change your life, your career, 249-4805 or 415-852-4772.
and make you laugh.
ROOM FOR RENT- $350/mo+
Only at JaVaH Micro-Publishing 1/4 util water & garbage paid.
Company, Sunnyvale, CA at $25. Condo, off Tully/101, near bus.
40144115441.
W/D. D/W, 2 car garage, alarm.
Page Jenn at 641-5094, ASAP.
HI RAISE YOUR GRADES III
SJSU 4.0 GPA students share their
secrets! Benefit from their expertINSURANCE
encel NEW Self-tutoring Tech
moues! For booklet, send $4.99.
AUTO, UFE IL HEALTH
.99 S&H to SYNERGIX, Dept SD
Farmers Insurance Group
1794 Plaza Casltas, San Jose, CA Save Money Compare our rates
95132.
Pay by the Month
Special Student Discounts
Foregn Student Drivers Welcome
HEALTH & BEAUTY CALL TODAY FOR A FREE QUOTE
Aram & Noon: 403/3669823
MEN & WOMEN
408/777 7900
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waning, tweezing
AUTO INSURANCE
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
Campus Insurance Service
nenty remove your unwanted hair.
Special Student Programs
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin Serving SJSU for 20 years
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
receive 15% discount. First appt. "Good Rates for NonGood Dnvers"
1/2 price if made before 12-3196.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E "Good Student "Family Multi-car"
Campbell Ave #17. Campbell.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
(406) 379-3500.
NO HASSLE
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
NO OBLIGATION
Unwanted hair removed forever
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Specialist Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable
335 S flaywood Ave San Jose
247-7486

SUZANNE’S
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Weal err. es, .p, ar ii EaTing
A. a,
Work Air voted
ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL Pedbr... tiirr esMl A TUFO%
iii
Expert In APA Format
Wi4,
i. n I
t,eer r
s,zr
1).
’
PrIrliei Fria
COMPUTERS ETC,
.1 virs... 7.1rt. gpsr
’11,0Y
’
r k
air , r
ii .18.1
A
partied,’
Resale,* e, MUST SACRIFICE! PENTIUM
-up,
111 tower systero. 11. ,r1
rale( I Ast ACCURATE
backgrourds P
V/175. AMD 133 tower system.
235.0600 Tway"
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 14 in monitor. $1675 Both fully
(nr
ioarfed! Will deliver &
HELP ANIMALS’
29 39632
Ii’,’.’, P.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

THE HOLIDAYS WILL BE HERE
before you know it. Need a Par/
time or fullaime job"? if you like to
work in a fast paced environment
and meet alot of great people.
TARGET m Cupertino is ale answer
for you We have a variety of
positions avaiiabie and the hours
to fit school schedules Call
40/37252651 or cane Or Me store
and IV out an application 20745
Stevens Creek Blvd Comber,.

been estimated to cause 3,000 lung cancer
deaths
a
year
among
nonsmoking
Americans and 150,000 to 300,000 cases (il
respiratory infection aiming children.
Since studies hate linked secondhand
smoke to cancer and imp:tiled lung devehrpment, Massand said, c hildren exposed to it
are likely to have limited reserves of oxygen
in their lungs and bodies. That, in nun, is
probably why they need supplemental oxygen more often alter singers*, he said.

Phone: 924-3277 MI FAX: 924-3282

TEACHER’S AIDE, work with
children, ages 6-22 with behavioral/ developmental problems.
Exp. with special ed./behavior
modification preferred. Small
classes. Long-term temp. 30
KldsPark - TEACHER, PT/FT
hrs/wk. BA. preferred $8.50/hr.
at a high quality, licensed 0ropm PRESCHOOL TEACHERS 2 pos. No benefits Send resume to
play center for 2-12 year olds. P.M., 12 ECE & Exp. Si & LDS Gatos. PCC/Zonta. 4300 Bucknall Rd.
Minimum 6 ECE units required. Accred. prog. Start row. 2861533. San Jose, CA 95130 EOE/AA
Flexible day, evening & weekend
hairs. Benefits avail Care by or call:
JAPANESE RESTAURANT
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Sarth San Jose
Waitresses & busboys wanted.
up to $120/weekl
P/T lunch & dinner shifts.
Near Oakridge Mall
Become a Sperm Donor.
Fun Job! Call Minato@ 9989711. Healthy males, 1834 years old.
281-8880
*Wag San Jose
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Near Valley Fair
CHILDCARE, OCCASIONAL NIGHTS Contact California Cryobank
985-2599
& WEEKENDS. 2 children. 55/hr. 415-324-1900. M-F, 8-5pm.
Fremont
Experienced preferred. Call Torn
At the HUB
or Carol @ (408) 944-9840.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
510-7928E197
Earn to 525.00/hr salary tips
YMCA NOW HIRING
Students needed in Me immediate
SECURITY
Directors and Teachers
area FIJI-time/part-time openings.
F/T & P/T, Will Train
for School-age and Preschool
Call today 1 415 968 9933.
Day. Swing and Grave Shifts
Child Care. Full Time & Part Time. International Bartenders School.
Permanent & Short Term Jobs
6-15 ECE or related units. For
more info call Mary CA 2983888.
Walker Security Services
SHERATON SAN JOSE
406247-4827.
is now seeking candidates
for the following positions:
I CAN EARN MONEY FOR YOU
STUDENT ASSISTANT SII.SO/HR while you attend class. For info can
FRONT DESK:
15 hr week - hrs flexible, Must 418299-8985. Iv. msg. or write
Guest Senice Agent
know Mac/Microsoft Word. Job Box 3004 Stanford, CA 94309
PBX Operator
available now call 924-4414.
Bell Person
COMPUTER JOCKEY (MAC)
HOUSEKEEPING:
PEEPS COFFEE gi TEA
Wanted. Strong graphics a Rex.
Guest Room Attendant
hours, close to SJSU. Informal
LOS GATOS
House Person
atmosphere, jeans 0.K. Also need
CAMDEN PARK
’FAX Resume 10 9431707 or
Appy in Person
Our Los Gatos and Camden Park artist for (very) non-P.C. woe’ & one
stores are currently Interviewing silkscreener 984-4086 anytime
1801 Barber Ln,
for seasonal & parttime retail
Job Hotline 943-0600. ext 151
Equal Opportunrty Employer.
sales positions. Apply at 798-1 TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos or FT/PT positions awailabie with
2035 Camden Ave. in San Jose. Infants, Toddlers, Preschool & MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER
Posit ve. 5eit motivateij.
Medical. dental, 401(k), discounts. School Age. Great advancement &
service oriented people are
vacation. sick, and promotional growth opportunity Good benefits
needed to fill positions iv
opportunities. We encourage Immediate openings, ECE units
applications from people of preferred Call PRIMARY PI US
lunch Servers. Dinner sei,
all ages, races and ethnic 408-370.0357.
Hostesses. and fie5se.’.
Please apply dl
backgrounds.
1181 E CalaVefaS Hivd
SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
PARTTIME OFRCE Hap NEEDED
between 2 00pm 4 001,o
Smaii office Hours 1 5 Tuesday
Great for Stuclarrs
as
though Friday. Will train. Contact
F/T or P/T Ai.
SIDOUs POSSE FIEADPIG BOOKS
Paa T e A,
To Free
Top Pay with Many 1# iris’
Eleanore at 4088638026.
1100 (-Oh r J771 en! 122Ii ta
Cala ea* n pawn. Ma. Sr., 77
WANTED - COMMENT BASED 406.2865880 555 D Mercian Ase Listings
Persons to work in security, Between Sim Calos and %Moo
waiting or cooking positions at
tenni the Cat at Prim Store. Si
GET PAID WELL TO VISIT
Hamburger Mary’s San Jose
Apply in person at 170 West
& we.. i.iy’ p
ENTREPRENURIAL ATTITUDE!
Motivated. arnatiousi People
St. John Street. Call 947 1667
Get your exciusrve free ritu
needed for mktg. co
package toraght See how)
Call 408 793 5101, vote rt.ail
CASHIERS Leda% fa dependable,
Call now 408246-8478
hard working cashiers to work
en) ail reserchpubaraoi Corn
at remodeled Chevron Stations. ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS Research & Publish. Box 35705
Monte Serene. CA 95030
Flexible hours, parttime available Inti Co -.1(Ir
lr eigi
Call 295-3964 or stop bY
peop e for i,
&
147E. Santa Clara St.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
r g w ).) ari.e" ri 40’
,;4,
ir’
ix,
ar,ir
grown- CI $(.1.t i4 k47).
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID?
wohng 10 work flexible hours COMPUTER TELEMARKETING
r"r. ii.,,t%r...t.,
s
ras
rind make great money? American 9an) lpe Aggiess,
Radio is expanding, and needs oriented Call 408 945 22144
Lo
,x)x
1.’i
:raid
fax
4089452299
you now! Don’t wait call Sue
cw,ri
WWI( ;
at 408 995 5905.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
MANAGER TRAINEES
se i eiscart samaritans to Bay
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS**
No exiaer.erce ref:A.41)d
Wak for a Mma Bec Co riMipt as Area newspapers Auto dialers
Corp OP, ’it new eft’Les ir
Flexible hrs 9am 91arn Downtown
ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLEY
area Managers earn
rear ightraii 4 blOCkS from SJSU
"No Experience Needed
554000/^ro base camp
Hourly 1$ plus bonus Media
(Company will provide training)
Start Imaiediately 6291241
Remotions 494-0200
1st Shift: starting $6 00/hr
2nd shift. starting $6 60/hr
GLOBAL
DAY CARE TEACHERS
3rd Shrft: starting $8,00/hr
Asian. European. Latin
Small World Schools is hiring P/T
Call 406 942 8866
International Hearth Erwironmenta
Electronic Staffing Services, Inc_ and F/T teachers for our school
Co rapidly expanding
age day care programs in San
1 778 Clear Lake Ave 1204 Fl
Need dramit sales reps as
Milpitas. WE kW/ 680. we Lacs Jose and Santa Clara Units in
ECE. Rec. Psych. Soc. or ((Jac we, as Sever, ndividuals rota’
Ae cest.tum lee at Clear Late Ae
trained for eaderShip role
required These may be completed
Fuli training available
SUISTRUTES-FLEMOUE HOURS or you be currently enrolled Call
*Outstanding career &
e20
37,33200
Small World Schools is hiring surT
income opportunity
stitute teachers for our 13 day
Can Brian, Christy 4042E1 8780
care centers Units in ECE. Rec.
Psych, Soc. or Ed required These
may be completed Or you can be
currently enrolled This is a great
position for students We can work
around your school schedule.
even rf you are only available la 2
afternoons Cal 408379-320000
CAFE - DOWNTOWN
Counter Help and Espresso
Maker Will train Part or full time
Fun, busy atmosphere Call
Royer Kathy at 408 287 4111
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San Jose State University

Ralston: College Hall of Famer to retire from head coaching job
1’111\11%11s
( A1111.1111.1. I hill, SIX
Ii rme’ Spartari football phi ers
graduated from SJSI: in the past
two seals, which is a significant
Julia oeinelit from previous years
when gi Illation totals weir in single digits
"I an ’t sas enough about what
cnai ft ktalsion has dom. lor the
program," said 1,1«,l) Nlalae,
kit and team
aptain. "Ile
taught me there is mote to lift.
than jusi football thaw
c mares
himself an of the example he sets
fu,is 11.0 1/1111 an inspiration.
lot
Fin a better person for
playing ’nide, him."
Ralston said he will miss the
ompetitise pines that flow during
game dass and the relationships
that he has developed with his
plasens. Ile said lie has ’lesser
arlinst,,1 to losing
he hall I/1111’S us ill seeing fine
men like lake %Lilac) and foe
(hit loss . I’Vel II.1%," RaloilIal said,
ref,i iing to the tsso plaseis lu
hand lin the announi emend "I he
losses ate the , oh?, pail, and that

From page 1
B1’1111.’1) said R.11,1,,n’s new
e,ponsibilities WIII 111(111(1e fund
causing, it pirate affair, awl pubwhitlow,
"I his is a chili( lilt time." Ralston
said, "but lin wining nom ilw
sidelines, ’lot bolo ii tiselv s’ ii,
ing Iowan d 111,- ,1til’
of the fon!
ball ’,logjam and its plaseis
r Wien than the \\11111114.1 \NV
,IM 11111111. "
11.1\1
Tenure at SJSU
Viniiing is something that has
eluded Ralston 111 Ills 1111 et I/111S
Seal S
,us ale SI/MI.111S 11.1%e
II/11 ’Li of 41 games, iii oil Jig
seseti .4 eight this se,tson.
lila ss liii IJSSCS1111,11111(111,11 Ille
held, KalS1011 ls.a1 .1 kr% 11111111111 e
ui strengthening other aSpel IS of
the priigiain Slailiord and (Ai
thu S1).111.111 Stadium din. in laigc
J.lii to his pnesein e, and SISI us
Slheduled to host lilt I nisei sits of
Soothe’ ii I .,tIjl’ iii it in ’it lilt
1111111./lcd 1111111’1
Ai
s
12a1S11.11, .1 10-,I gttilt ,.,t,
of the

takes its toll.
"Only coaches know how you
feel when you lose."
The early years
Losing was not common for
Ralston early in his career, as he
guided Utah State to a 9-2 record
and a trip to the Sun Bowl in 1960,
just his second year as a collegiate
head coach. In four years with the
Aggies, Ralston was 31-11-1 with
two bowl appearances.
Stanford University called next,
and Ralston enjoyed an unparalleled run of success on "The Farm"
from 1963-71. In 1965, he led
Stanford to its first winning season
in eight years.
Beginning in 1970, he led the
Cardinal to back-to-back Pac-8
championships and Rose Bowl vacuities over Ohio State and
Michigan. Stanford has not
returned to the Rose Bowl since
Ralston departed after the 1971
season.
Ralston was inducted into the
Swam d University Athletic Hall

of Fame and was recognized in
1991 as the school’s football
"Coach of the Century"
Professional expierence
The Oakland native coached
professionally for the Denver
Broncos from 1972-76 and from
1983-89 with
the Oakland
Invaders of the United States
Football League.
While with Denver, he helped
build a struggling franchise into a
Super Bowl contender and was recognized
by
United
Press
International in 1973 as American
Football Conference "Coach of the
Year."
Several current or former NFL
head coaches have coached under
Ralston, including Mike White, Jim
Mora, three-time Super Bowl winner Bill Walsh, Dick Vermeil, Rod
Rust and the late Jack Christensen.
Ironically, Mora retired Monday
as coach of the New Orleans
Saints.
"There is nothing like the buildup to competition," Ralston said.
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New position
One of his primary goals as an
administrative assistant will be
improving attendance at Spartan
Stadium, something he was unable
to do as coach.
"One failure we’ve had is not filling this stadium," Ralston said. "I
can’t believe a community this size
can’t fill the stadium."
Before the 1996 season, SJSU’s
first in the WAG, Ralston talked
about conference championships,
bowl berths and national rankings.
His focus will not change with his
new position.
"When I say competing for a
national championship. I say it
very sincerely," Ralston said. "We
have that kind of potential here."
While Ralston plans for the
future of Spartan football, Malay
said the team will strive to help thincoach improve um his 05-79-4
career record.

66
I can’t say enough
about what Coach
Ralston has done for the
progalm. lie taught me
there is more to life than
just football. How he
carries himself and the
example he sets far us
has been an inspiration.
Jacob Make
spl: linebacker
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Sunday’s second dive was a different experience for the divers because it was night and
they had to use flashlights and their gauges
were harder to see, Spotswood said.
Cardoza said he saw crabs and a giant squid,
and even more fish were visible dunng the second dive. "The water was rougher, and the
current was kind of strong at the bottom,"
Cardoza said. "We came hat k out eat her
because I was getting disoriented, and I didn’t
want to get lost."
The night life in the ocean was quite different, at or ding to Spotswood. Ile said there
111:111S more invertebrates to be seen.
"I don’t know enough tinconomy tuu tell what
all the . iii i f Bak %Vele," Spotravood said. "All the
, runt time out of thell biding spots at night."
11 he divers had to watt It their diving pat mums 1111/1e ( 111Ills al night and had to be
c meinl to make sure their hand signs were
d. Me in the light so their partners «mid see
them, aci tinting to Spotswood.
Wodopianrw took her turn as dive master
for the night dive and made sure ever one
made it out of the water sidelv.
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WHEN: Thursday, October 31st, 8:00am to 4:00pm
Friday, November 1st, 8:00am to 3:00pm
WHERE: Loma Prieta Room, Upper-Level, SJSU Student Union

The Spartan Bookstore would like to invite you to win prizes, get some free stuff, and see
products that you may not know we carry or that you have never seen before in store.
There will be hundreds of products on display!

Computers (Apple, PC’s, Apple clones), software, books, calculators, film, recording media, cassttte players, headphones, computer
equipment, and much more including a dry-erase board that can
be directly connected to your computer. So stop by to see what
products are available to you through the bookstore and register to
win some great prizes.

WaS

-I 111111k 11’S

Octob

CHECK OUT THE
NEW APPLE
COMPUTER PRICES!!!

The Spartan Bookstore Computer Department will celebrate InfoFest with a week of savings.

EVERY ITEM UP TO 75% OFF!

Our goal is to provise information and products that you need at affordable prices. We are committed to supporting you. All of
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE profits are give us, so that we can better support you.
See store for details or call 924-1808/1809 Computer Service Department 924-1845.
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Q -balls break up
( text by Francis Ladines photos by Christian del Rosario)

Through the clutter of the thrift store, a
box of fluffy blond Afro wigs caught his eye
Drawn to their glow. Adam Barker bought
the wigs, even though he didn’t really know
what to do with them But that night he
ended up in an all black jazz club, wearing
a 1970s polyester leisure suit and one of
those Afros on his head
That night. Barker and a friend decided to
wear the Afros out to bars in San Diego
They held character despite taunts of people saying, "it’s not Halloween"
"We walk in there and all these brothers
are lust trippin on us It’s not often that they
got honkys comm n’ in with wigs, polyester,
struttin’, wearing sunglasses inside But the
whole night ended up flowin’," Barker says

and Lieutenant Daddy Rich) send Ducket
and C -Monkey to SJSU as part of a witness
protection program. Finding the party scene
weak. Ducket and C -Monkey show San Jose
how to party like rock stars and teach people
some style
The plot contains subtle references to the
movie "Footloose," featuring Kevin Bacon In
"Footloose," a city boy comes to a strict, religious country town that forbids rock ’n roll
music and dancing, but he eventually gets
the residents to let their hair down.
"I honestly put my sense of humor on the
line I thought the stuff was funny, but you
start having doubts that maybe none of this
is funny," Barker says
He found out that it was funny at "0 -Balls"
premiere, before 350 people "0 -balls" was

4r.,
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Once the confused patrons saw Barker
dancing, he won them over He says he got
everyone doing the I unky Chicken"
"That night. I was like. ’This could be a
movie

Barker’s night in a blond Afro in
December of 1994 inspired him to write a
script A year and a half later, the advertising malor turned it into a low budget, hour and -a -half film. "0 -Balls a Bitch -slap of
Soul’
-0-balls’ is about Ducket and C -Monkey
two guys from the hip. fictional city 0 -town
they wear leisure suits and blond Afros and
know how to party The police (Agent Fuzz

premiered lust before finals on May 16 in the
Engineering auditorium Even with the late
date and little advertising, word of mouth
gathered a sold out crowd
"It went over big." says Greg Sowers, environmental studies major who played C Monkey "We had standing room only They
cheered every line People liked the music
They were dancing in the aisles"
"It’s got an interesting story, people we
know and crazy things going on It has all the
quirky things of a movie like ’The Naked
Gun but it’s low budget" says Carolyn
Gerstman art maior
"It’s quite well made, the work of a gilled
student It shows great visual images and

the monotony
use of resources," says Karl Toepfer,
graduate coordinator for the department of theater arts. Barker worked
for Toepfer as a student assistant,
midway through the movie’s editing.
Since the premiere, the movie
gained a cult following on and off
campus as copies of the video began
circulating. Barker says he has sold
hundreds of tapes and receives letters of requests from schools in
Chico and Santa Barbara.
A long time had passed to reach
this success. Barker found the wigs
in December of ’94 and wrote the
screen play during January and
February of ’95. From March through
May, he filmed all the scenes.
However, Barker didn’t start working
again on the film until this year. He
edited from February until May using
equipment from the Instructional
Resource Center. "I was editing up
until 10 minutes before the premiere,"
he says.
Barker started his nearly two-yearlong movie-making odyssey by buy-

ing a screenplay writing how-to book.
Writing became an obsession
Scenes came to Barker in random
order, but were made to fit the script
"I’d be drunk at a party and more
lines would start coming to me I
would run to the bathroom and write
on the toilet paper." he says "If it was
still funny in the morning, it was put
into the computer"
The script was influenced by black
exploitation films such as "Shaft" and
"Super Fly" Barker loved the imagery
of macho pimps in leisure suits and
sexy ladies with their struts "0-balls’
featured similar wardrobes
"I wanted ’0-balls to have the feel
of a blaxploitation movie, but obviously being a honky, it’s hard to cap
on ’the man’ when you are ’the man’
So I guess I had a white -exploitation
movie," Barker says
He had characters drop slang like
honky," "cracker" and "whitey" The
film rips on grunge music while praising old-school funk
The gists are in good humor
Barker says Many racial groups and
social cliques are represented in the
film In the movie, all the stereotyped
groups get along and party together

When he finished writing the
screenplay, he followed the book’s
advice and sent the script to several
Hollywood production companies,
including the RTVF and drama
departments, in an attempt to get
people involved. He was shut out on
all counts.
Frustrated, Barker pawned his
home stereo for a used Super VHS
video camera. He went on to cast,
direct, produce and edit the entire
project himself, with almost no budget, help or formal training.
It was an ambitious project for an
undergraduate or even a graduate
RTVF student, Toepfer says. "0Balls" wasn’t done for school credit
and "that’s what makes it more
remarkable. This is something he just
wanted to do," he says.
Unfortunately, finding the actors
wasn’t as easy as writing the script
Although
many of the
actors were
friends, Barker
approached
complete
strangers who
he thought
were perfect
tor parts
"Zuben had
a perfectly
manicured
Afro. I knew
he would be
perfect for the
part of Agent
Fuzz. I was
definitely nervous," Barker
says about contacting him
To convince the actor, Barker
showed him a scene that was done
He also persuaded a guy he barely
knew to wear a dress and be a girl in
the movie
Having the actors he wanted.
Barker became a prisoner to their
schedules Filming was off and on,
totaling three months
No cue cards were used and there
were no rehearsals Barker would
feed actors the line then suggest
improvements such as. ’Say it again,
pissed"
"It wasn’t that hard We did a couple sentences at a time Then he’d
say ’Be a little sexier Love the camera.’" says Shamina Hussein. computer engineering major who played
a "dorm babe"
Lines were kept short enough to
remember easily Actors were edited
together later, due to their conflicting
schedules
Finding locations to film was also
difficult Scenes were done on campus and at nearby locales such as a
bar, a beauty salon and a tattoo parlor

Most businesses required permission
to film, so Barker learned to don a
respectable, collared shirt, and he
prepared a speech saying that the
movie was part of a thesis project (a
blatant lie). Most did not expect
Barker to return to return to begin
filming wearing an Afro wig.
After such antics, Barker was
happy to finish "0-Balls," and he is
ready for new projects.
"It has its moments but it’s painful
for me to watch. Now I can do so
much better," Barker says
Barker says this is partially due to
gaining professional experience making videos for Fox Racing of Morgan
Hill. He got the job because a copy
of "0-balls" filtered its way to the
company. "0-Balls" so impressed
Fox, they offered him a job.
In addition to filming motorcross
races for Fox, Barker also helped
Toepfer produce the pilot of a 10show series for European television
on body expressivity
Currently, Barker is finishing writing
a new script. Using "0-balls" as an
example of his work, he intends to
shop around for a production company. He is also considering applying to
UCLA for film school.
"I’m sure NI have tr. put up with a
bunch of cappaccino swilling,
Marlon-Brando worshipers but I if
hook up the phat connectiim,’
Barker says
"I think the [chances] are actually
quite good. He has the will and ambition to succeed," Toepfer says.
"Making that movie definitely
changed what I want to do," Barker
says
He prefers a job writing, filming or
directing, and has doubts about
working in an entry-level advertising
lob
Although Barker admitted that he’d
be happy making low-budget video
taped movies for the rest of his life
he hopes to do films backed by production companies He has one certain aspiration
"My life’s goal is to make the next
’Fast Times at Ridgemont High.’
Barker says "I’ve got to make a
movie like that"
To get your hancs on a copy of
0-balls
go to Smack
325 S First
Street, San Jose
or write to.
PO. Box 720537. San Jose CA
95172

Scenes from 0-balls
Etc. October 22. 1996
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The Paradox of Athletes
with asthma
Ctext by Leslie Asbury photos by Drew Nielsen and Christian del Rosario
Plug your nose and put a cocktail sized straw in your mouth. Now start to
run while breathing only through the
straw. See how long you can last with
this minimal amount of air passing
through to your lungs.
Imagine dealing with this on a daily
basis. It is a problem that approximately
15 million Americans with asthma must
live with. Athletes have a larger chore
ahead of them because the disease
conflicts with the entire ideal behind any
type of physical exertion.
Some athletes on campus, including
myself, must overcome the obstacle of
getting enough air while trying to do
what they love. Just three years ago I
pined the first cross country team at
SJSU and immediately got hooked I felt
nothing could get in the way of my goals

and a long future in this sport.
I started noticing in the summer of
1994 that I was constantly out of breath
and that my chest hurt. It took a frightening trip to the emergency room one
evening for me to discover my ailment
was more than a cold. With all the symptoms and the history of my family, the
doctors deduced that I have asthma.
I was given a prescription for Proventil,
an inhaler, and was sent on my way.
What the doctors neglected to tell me
was how my running and my life would
be affected. Having asthma was and still
is quite scary to me. How would you feel
if your airways were blocked off and you
could not open them to save your life?
SJSU swimmer Jessyca Nabozny
says, it feels like you are dying
because you can’t get air. It’s like a 500
pound guy is sitting on
you and he is eating."
For myself, this season, the panicky feeling
of death was overcome
by the feeling of frustration Every day I was
faced with yet another
asthma attack that left
my energy and emotions
drained. With the help of
an asthma specialist and
a few more inhalers, I
now have more control
over my asthma, but
there are still those
days when nothing will
help
"I’ve been given a
challenge." says S.ISLJ
Cross Country runner
Christy) I rerterir.k
-You have more to
gain, to confront trlfr
challenge arid set
goals despite it
redenck who has
,,sric.e she
had
Arils five year, nirl.
teens, that it rid’, made
her more determined
in her sport
"It makes it more
exciting." she says

SJSU men’s basketball player, Luther
Waters, says sports have helped him
battle his asthma. He says that asthma
has faded through the years of his participation in basketball, football and
baseball.
"I am so determined to accomplish
my goals that I don’t let anything stop
me," Waters says. "It’s never been a
real issue."
Many would like to believe asthma is
a problem existing only in the heads of
those who suffer from it. However, asthma is a real issue that has put thousands of people in the hospital each
year
When I went to see the asthma specialist, he had me blow as much air as I
could in a contraption called a peak
flow meter. It measures how many liters
of air per minute your lungs can
excrete. He demonstrated by measuring 700 to 750 liters.
Both Frederick and I could not measure anything above 450 liters, no matter how hard we blew into the meter.
Fortunately, with the new inhalers he
prescribed for me, I have improved it to
550 to 600 liters, but that is still approximately 100 liters less air I am getting in
my lungs compared with the average
person. Breathing is more than an
unconscious gift for asthmatics, its a
task
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LEFT: Despite having
asthma since she was
five-years-old, Christin
Fredrick runs on the
SJSU cross country
team. "You have more to
gain to confront the
challenge and set goals
despite it," Fredrick says.
photo by Nielsen
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BELOW: Luther Waters,
SJSU point guard, says
that sports have helped
him battle his asthma.
He says that it has faded
through the years of his
participation in basketball, football and baseball.
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means that athletes
can do what they
love and not watch
from the sidelines
"The athletes
[with asthma] aren’t
any different,"
Frederick says.
"For them, it’s a
normal thing, just
another situation."
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SPARTANS IT
THE ICE
( text by Larry Hernandez photos by Andrew Nielsen)
The Spartan hockey club will crush Cal
and Stanford this year. Am I crazy? I think
not. I’m not guaranteeing anything of
course, but I predict big wins for the
Spartans against our biggest Bay area
rivals. Why not? The Spartans have competed in the national tournament the past two
years and were ranked No. 1 in their division three years in a row. Yes folks, we do
have a hockey team and yes, they do kick
butt.
The hockey club was founded in 1991 in
order to give SJSU hockey players a
chance to compete at the collegiate level.
The Spartans belong to the Pacific Division
of the American Collegiate Hockey
Association Of the 150 division one and
two learns in the AC? IA, the Spartans play
in division one

The Spartan hockey club has been coached
since day one by Ron Glasow, a former professional hockey player for the Fresno Falcons of
the Pacific South West Hockey League. During
his tenure Glasow has guided the Spartans to
two appearances in the ACHA nationals where
they made it to the second round last year.
This season looks to be just as promising for
Galsow’s club. New faces, as well as veteran
players, should bring a combination of experience and energy to the ice.
Glasow says this year’s club is not as talented individually. However, he says the quality of
the players this year extends beyond the
starters.
"Our talent depth is much better this year
Galsow says "Our fourth line players are much
better hockey players than we’ve had in the
past."

Club president and fourth -year veteran Dave
Galyon sees much potential in this year’s
squad.
"We lost a lot of guys from last year due to
graduation and other commitments. But, we
have a group of freshmen that will support us
for the future," Galyon says.
Galyon feels that ACHA talent has improved
in his four years with the team, and SJSU hockey has improved along with it. The Spartan’s
schedule this year reflects their improvement
Captain Danny Thebeau feels that the
tougher schedule will get the Spartans ready
for post -season play.
"The schedule has improved. We are not facing any weak colleges this year. We’ve cut
teams such as UCLA and University of
California, Davis out of our schedule," Thebeau
says. "The superb quality of our schedule
should gear is up to rio well in the nationals "
The Spartan,; schedule includes two games
each with Utah State Univr:ryty and Weber
State University (both tearns went to the nation
ills last year) as well
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Freshman wing Ryan Berry maneuvers past the awaiting glove of
goalkeeper Peter McHugh during practice at the Ice Center.
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Itorri the Spartans
last year. According
to Thebeau, the
match up against Cal
should provide some
fireworks
I he Cal game will
Interesting I ast
ir we gni into a
fledged brawl
here iSari
;
says
here:, i lot ot built
up animosity
itvoien the two
litIfT6 They have a
’.iiperiority complex
because they’re
Berkeley"
A’, (lien highlight
tiedule
1’ but of the (.old
,
t
Ji,i behind the
tournament is to
raise awareness of
The Pay area college
hockey programs

Left wing James Marihart (background) checks
center David Galyon to get control of the puck.

The format will be based
on the Bean Pot
Tournament held annually in Boston.
The Bean Pot
Tournament pits the top
four teams in the Boston
area against each other.
The Gold Rush
Tournament will pit four
of the top local teams
against each other, Cal,
University of Pacific,
Palmer and SJSU.
Instead of a bean pot,
teams will compete for a
gold miner’s pan.
As the hockey program at SJSU has grown
so have expectations.
Playing hockey at SJSU
takes a great deal of
commitment, both athletic and financial.
Each member of the
team pays $1,000 to participate. Most of the
rnoney goes toward ice
’line, a cost of $200 an
ilir covered by the
hosting team. Games,
which usually last three hours, can run the
team between $600 and $700
SJSU’s hockey club is a club -level sport,
which means they receive no funds from
athletics A majority of their funding
imes from gate receipts as well as fund,-,ing
lii order to encourage more support the
Rib has put together some fund raisers for
season’s home games One fund raiser
a season -long auction in which fans
in bid on items such as an autographed
Mario Lemiux jersey and a hockey stick autographed by the entire Shark team
Playing hockey at SJSU isn’t easy, but both
Galyon and Thebeau said the program and
trip experience are invaluable Thebeau, who
sports management major, says he is
t,mining great experience as the club’s vice
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Check out the Spartans at these
coming home games it) the Ice
Center, 1500 S 10th St., San Jose:
Fri. and Sat Oct. 25, 26 7:45pm vs.
NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIV.
Fri. Nov. 1 7:45pm vs. CAL.
Fri. and Sat Nov. 15, 16
WEBER STATE

7:45pm vs.

A Musical Treat’

SP’S SO FIRST IT. SUITT G
For Halloween!
11111OWSON Wier at rho local Garibaldi Pond.
WWII All 11111
COPS AP

.
president. His duties include putting
together the club’s program, as well as
gaining corporate sponsorships. Both
responsibilities should help him in the
future, especially since he wants to work
in the hockey field
For Thebeau SJSU and hockey are a
perfect marriage, "I really wanted to play
college hockey, and the sports management program [at SJSU] is one of the
best in the country, so it’s worked out well
for me I love this school and the pro
gram"
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SAN JOSE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Since 1974
No Monthly Dues
$125 Per Year
Personalized Professional Instruction
Competitive Rates
Introductory Flight S35
28 Planes to Choose From
Private Through ATP

1101 Airport Blvd. San Jose, CA 95110 (408) 275-0300
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http://www.pimpz.org
Polyester

A new issue every semester!

This site bows down before the teachings of the ()Ball, pimps and all. No blonde Afros, though. Use
at your own risk. ’Nuff said.

THE CLOSEST YOU CAN GET
TO BEING A FARMER. . .

http://www.acoates.corn/N ightclu b.htm I
San Jose Living: Night Clubs
Whaddya mean San Jose isn’t hip? Here’s a
starter list of our city’s clubs and night spots.
Decide for yourself.

GROWER’S MARKET

http://www.pimpz.org/polyester experiance. html
The Polyester Experiance [sic]
Brought to you by the same brilliant minds as
"Polyester," this site boasts "Afro-sized prosperity." I
can’t decide if they’re serious or not.
http:/Awm.cs.utoronto.ca/-andria/University Hockey.hhnl
Women’s University Hockey
Who says hockey is just for boys’? Here’s a site for
those of us who think the world’s coolest sport
should be an estrogen thing, too.
http://www.hockeyguide.com/
Hockeyguide
1,100 hockey linksenough to turn any body checking, blood-hungry hockey fan into a netsurfin’
computer geek.
http://www.sj-sharks.com/
San Jose Sharks
And, of course, our own San Jose Sharks, the
team who brings us more ups and downs than the
average zipper.
http://www.entaa.com/asthma.html
ENTAA: Asthma
This site answers some basic questions about
asthma, and provides a list of 800 services dedicated to offering information about the disease.

. . .WITHOUT WEARING OVERALLS
The "original" SAN JOSE FARMERS MARKET
offers free parking and is open year-round Wednesda
thru Sunday, 9am - 2pm. Come and enjoy the
covered MARKET in the Bay Area featuring
Certified Organically grown fruits & vegetabl
fresh flowers & plants, and other specialty fo(xls.
Don’t forget to stop by the OutdoCe
Bar-B-Q at Bini’s Bar & Grille.
98.
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The "original" San Jose
Farmers Market
Located at the historic
San
Jose Produce Terminal
4
no 355 East Taylor at 7th St.
San Jose, California

http://www.lun9.ca/asthma/exercise/
Lung Association: Asthma and Exercise
This small portion of a larger asthma site focuses
on exercise-induced bronchospasm and some
problems asthmatics may face if they don’t exercise
regularly. The site also provides a short list of wellknown athletes who are asthmatic.
http://www.hpmetro.com/0323/h1th23.htm
Asthma and Exercise
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4-H PATCH, LOCATED IN THI
SAN JOSE FARMERS MARKE*
AND SUPPORT OUR YOUTH!

In this short article, a fitness trainer discusses
some of the potential problems asthmatic athletes
should consider when developing a fitness program.
Om.
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